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ВВЕДЕНИЕ

Международные отношения с зарубежными университетами и культур-
ными неправительственными фондами являются важной составляющей 
научно-исследовательской и учебно-воспитательной деятельности Иванов-
ского государственного университета. Весьма интересными и результатив-
ными стали связи ИвГУ с флорентийским Фондом Ромуальдо дель Бьянко 
(Италия), начавшиеся в 2004 г. с подписания Договора о сотрудничестве в 
области культурных и научных связей.

За время совместной деятельности наши ученые стали не только участ-
никами, но и непосредственными создателями образовательных и научных 
программ Фонда. 

В 2004–2006 гг. профессора Ивановского государственного универ-
ситета Н. В. Ревякина и Д. И. Полывянный провели три недели культур-
ной интеграции студентов России, Украины, Грузии, Болгарии, Венгрии и 
Польши, посвященные флорентийскому гуманизму XIV–XVI вв. Профес-
сор Н. В. Усольцева в 2006 г. организовала семинар экспертов на тему 
«Молекулярный дизайн и надмолекулярная архитектура наноматериа-
лов», а профессор Д. И. Полывянный – международную конференцию 
«Флорентийский вклад в Болонский процесс», прошедшую во Флорен-
ции в марте 2007 г. Активная деятельность нашего университета в том 
же году была отмечена бронзовой медалью Фонда.

Профессор О. М. Карпова в 2008–2009 гг. при поддержке Фонда орга-
низовала два международных студенческих семинара «Флорентийские мо-
тивы в словарях европейских писателей» (2008), «Флоренция в творчестве 
европейских писателей и художников: проект энциклопедического словаря 
для гидов и туристов» (2009).

Настоящий проект, предложенный О. М. Карповой, представляет собой 
качественно новый словарь, посвященный описанию значения и роли Фло-
ренции в творчестве знаменитых деятелей литературы и искусства. Фло-
ренция – это символ эпохи Возрождения, сокровищница мировой культуры, 
ее площади и дворцы украшают бессмертные творения Джотто, Микеланд-
жело, Челлини. Этот город всегда был и остается источником неиссякаемо-
го вдохновения для величайших деятелей литературы и искусства. Студен-
ты и аспиранты ИвГУ также не остались равнодушными к красотам города 
и решили отразить величие и вклад Флоренции в мировую литературу и 
искусство, разработав словарные статьи, посвященные знаменитым писа-
телям и художникам, чье творчество связано с этим знаменитым городом.

Ректор Ивановского государственного университета,
профессор, доктор экономических наук В. Н. Егоров
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INTRODUCTION

Mutual international relations with foreign Universities and cultural non-
governmental foundations compose an important part of research, teaching 
and educational activities of Ivanovo State University. Friendly and profes-
sional contacts with Romualdo Del Bianco Foundation (Florence, Italy), started 
in 2004 with signing the Contract on cooperation in the field of cultural and 
scientific communication, proved to be rather interesting and fruitful.

Our scholars participate in joint scientific programmes. In 2004–2006 Pro-
fessors of Ivanovo State University Nina Revyakina and Dmitry Polyvyannyy 
organized the seminar dedicated to Florentine humanism of the XIV–XVI cc. 
due to cultural integration of students from Russia, Ukraine, Georgia, Bulgaria, 
Hungary and Poland. Professor Nadezhda Usoltseva held the seminar of experts 
on «Molecular Design and Supramolecular Architecture of Nanomaterials» 
in 2006 and Professor Polyvyannyi organized an international conference 
devoted to «The Florentine Contribution to Bolonsky Process» which was 
held in Florence in March, 2007. Ivanovo State University was awarded with a 
bronze medal of Foundation for its fruitful activities in 2007.

In 2008–2009 Professor Olga Karpova organized two international students’ 
seminars: «The Florentine Themes in Dictionaries of European Writers» (2008) 
and «Florence in the Works of European Writers and Artists: Encyclopedic 
Dictionary for Guides and Tourists. Project of a Dictionary» (2009).

The project offered by Professor Olga Karpova represents quite a new type 
of an encyclopedic dictionary dealing with the description of Florentine role in 
creating world-known masterpieces of European literature and art. Florence is 
a symbol of Renaissance, a treasury of world culture, its areas and palaces are 
decorated with the immortal creations of Giotto, Michelangelo, Cellini. This city 
has always been a source of inexhaustible inspiration for the greatest leaders 
of literature and art. Students and PhD-students of Ivanovo State University 
tried their best to show Florentine contribution to the world literature and art in 
the form of a Dictionary devoted to the well-known writers and artists, whose 
creativity is connected with this outstanding city. 

Rector of Ivanovo State University, 
Professor, Doctor 
Vladimir Egorov
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LIFE BEYOND TOURISM

Since the beginning, the Romualdo Del Bianco Foundation has been promot-
ing cultural and educational initiatives aimed to spread fundamental and uni-
versal values such as respect among cultures and harmony among people, while 
developing and promoting intercultural dialogue.

For that reason we strongly welcomed the proposal of an international students’ 
workshop by Prof. Olga Mikhailovna Karpova (Vice Rector for Public Relations 
at Ivanovo State University, Doctor of Philological Sciences, Head of English 
Philology Department) entitled “Florenсе in the Works of European Writers and 
Artists: Project of Encyclopedic Dictionary for Guides and Tourists”.

That workshop was held in Florence from April 5th till 12th 2009 and represents 
the first step of a multiannual project devoted to the Italian influence on other 
national cultures and particularly to the city of Florence, known as world treasure 
of Italian art and outstanding architecture which gave inspiration to authors and 
painters from all over the world.

Generally speaking, it is the link between the travel and the knowledge of the 
cultural roots of the place and it traditions and their contribution to the devel-
opment of a process of intercultural dialogue that moved since the beginning the 
Romualdo Del Bianco Foundation activity; this relationships and principle are 
perfectly matching with the purpose of the workshop.

In fact, by studying the life and analysing the work of those persons who lived 
in Florence, artists, writers, musicians and others, coming from all over the 
world, it is possible to confirm the importance of the process of mutual knowl-
edge between different cultures they contribute to; by one side, through the 
transmission of their experience in Florence to their native culture as well as to 
the ones encountered as travellers. This process highlights the importance of the 
exchange of opinions, ideas, positive (and negative) appraisals in defining the 
values we all hold in common.

Thus the final outcome of the project “Florenсе in the Works of European Writers 
and Artists: Project of Encyclopedic Dictionary for Guides and Tourists” hopefully 
will bring (and encourage) us to reflect on the long history of contacts and 
encounters which link our societies and cultures together in a common perception 
of the shared values and principles. For sure, it is a basis and encouragement 
to further researches but also a useful guide to an unusual and unexplored 
dimension of the historical city and its potential contribution to the spreading of 
the principle of the intercultural dialogue.

Paolo Del Bianco
President “Romualdo Del Bianco” Foundation 

www.fondazione-delianco.org
“Life Beyond Tourism for Intercultural Dialogue” Association

www.lifebeyondtourism.com
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ПРИНЦИПЫ СОСТАВЛЕНИЯ СЛОВАРЯ
«Флоренция в творчестве европейских писателей и художников.

Энциклопедический словарь для гидов и туристов»

Инструкция по составлению Словаря

При определении типа словаря и его составлении следует учитывать 
следующие параметры, принятые в отечественной лексикографии: адре-
сат, формат, источники, объект и предмет описания, принципы построения 
мега-, макро- и микроструктуры, мультимедийные характеристики, особен-
ности полиграфической семиотики. 

Адресат:
экскурсоводы и туристы, посещающие Флоренцию.

Формат словаря:
электронный Интернет словарь. 

Источники:
● специальные энциклопедии по литературе и искусству;
● писательские толково-энциклопедические словари: словари цитат, по-
словиц, языка писателей; 
● путеводители и книги о Флоренции.

Объект описания: Флоренция.
● Флоренция – как источник вдохновения деятелей искусства.
● Знаменитые улицы, дворцы и музеи Флоренции.
● Шедевры литературы и живописи, представленные в музеях Флорен-
ции.
● Величие Флоренции, запечатленное студентами разных стран: России, 
Хорватии, Сербии, Венгрии и др.

Предмет описания:
творчество выдающихся деятелей литературы и искусства, связанных 
с Флоренцией.

Мегаструктура словаря:
● Введение, содержащее правила пользования словарем, описание 
состава словника и структуры словарных статей.
● Словник, регистрирующий имена собственные (главным образом, антро-
понимы).
● Приложения с алфавитным, тематическим и другими указателями вход-
ных единиц: 1) писатели; 2) поэты; 3) живописцы; 4) скульпторы; 
5) архитекторы; 6) ученые; 7) произведения искусства и т. д.

Макроструктура словаря
включает имена великих писателей и художников различных национальнос-
тей, отразивших в своем творчестве Флоренцию и ее достопримечатель-
ности.
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Микроструктура словаря

Словарная статья состоит из четырех основных разделов: биографии 
(Biography), описания творческой деятельности (Creative Works), влияния 
Флоренции на творчество писателя/поэта/художника (Florentine Influence), 
дополнительной информации (Learn more).

● Информационные категории. Словарная статья включает графи-
ческую иллюстрацию (фотографию, картину, портрет и т. д.); хронологи-
ческую помету (дату рождения деятеля искусства и/или дату написания 
произведения); энциклопедическую дефиницию (развернутое описание 
указанных выше четырех разделов словарной статьи); вербальные ил-
люстративные примеры (цитаты, высказывания, поговорки и т. п.).
● Гипертекст. Каждая статья представляет собой развертываемый ги-
пертекст, содержащий ссылки на словари, энциклопедии и другие ресур-
сы, где размещена подробная и полезная информация об определенных 
местах, деятелях искусства и их работах. 
● Мультимедийные характеристики словаря обеспечивают пользова-
теля дополнительными возможностями. Среди них: просмотр иллюст-
ративного материала (фильм, картинка, видеозапись), прослушивание 
(аудиозапись музыкального произведения) и т. д.
● Полиграфическое оформление микроструктуры.
В статьях используются определенные шрифты и цветовые обозначе-

ния. Входная единица выделена полужирным шрифтом Times New Roman и 
имеет размер 14 (при печати по техническим причинам использован другой 
шрифт меньшего размера), в то время как лексикографическая разработка 
входных единиц описана 12 шрифтом. Названия произведений выделяют-
ся курсивом. В названиях разделов используется полужирное начертание, 
что зрительно разделяет тематические блоки друг от друга и позволяет осу-
ществлять быстрый информационный поиск. Вся информация о Флоренции 
выделена красным цветом, что привлекает внимание пользователя и обес-
печивает успешное усвоение материала.

Обратим особое внимание на возможности словаря ассоциативного 
типа. Его структура позволит представить в словарной статье личные впе-
чатления авторов проекта о конкретном лице (художнике, музыканте, пи-
сателе и т. п.) не только в вербальном, но и в графическом (фотографии, 
зарисовки и т. д.), а иногда и музыкальном исполнении (если речь идет о 
музыканте или композиторе).

Таким образом, тип словаря определяется следующим образом. 
По форме представления материала он будет электронным открытым 
словарем в Интернет. По языку справочник является одноязычным (англо-
язычным). По способу описания материала – толково-энциклопедичес-
ким мультимедийным словарем ассоциативного типа.

Автор проекта, 
профессор, доктор филологических наук О. М. Карпова
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PROJECT OF A DICTIONARY
“Florence in the Works of European Writers and Artists. 

Encyclopedic Dictionary for Guides and Tourists”

The dictionary is compiled according to the parameters accepted in 
lexicography: addressee, format, sources, object of description, principles of 
its mega-, macro- and microstructure, multimedia features and polygraphic 
peculiarities of dictionary design. 

The addressee:
guides and tourists visiting Florence.

Dictionary format:
an electronic Internet dictionary.

Sources:
● encyclopedias on literature and art;
● authors’ explanatory-encyclopedic dictionaries: of quotations, proverbs, sayings 
and writers’ encyclopedias;
● guidebooks and books about Florence.

Object of Description: Florence.
● Florence as a source of inspiration for people of art;
● well-known streets, palaces and museums of Florence;
● literature and painting masterpieces presented in Florentine museums;
● Florentine magnificence depicted by students from different partner-countries: 
Bulgaria, Croatia, Hungary, Russia, Serbia, etc.

Subject of Description:
outstanding figures of literature and art connected with Florence.

Dictionary megastructure:
● introduction containing instructions for the dictionary usage;
● corpus registrating proper names (with special reference to anthroponyms);
● appendices with alphabetic, thematic and other indices of entry words: 
1) writers; 2) poets; 3) painters; 4) sculptors; 5) architects; 6) scientists; 
7) works of art etc.

Dictionary macrostructure
includes names of European writers and artists who reflected Florence and its 
places of interest in their creative works.
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Dictionary microstructure

The entry consists of four sections: Biography, Creative Works, Florentine 
Influence, Learn more.
● Information categories. The entry includes a graphic illustration (a photo, 
a picture, a portrait etc.); a chronological label (the date of birth of the author 
and/or the date of creation of a piece of art); an encyclopedic definition; verbal 
illustrative examples (quotations, statements, sayings, proverbs etc.).
● The Hypertext. Each entry represents an unfolded hypertext containing 
references to dictionaries, encyclopedias and other reference resources 
dealing with certain places, writers and their works. 
● Multimedia features of the dictionary provide the user with additional 
information. Among them: visual (a film, a picture, a video) and audio materials 
(a piece of music, a song) etc.
● Microstructure Design. Special fonts and colour designations are used 
in the entries. An entry is marked with bold font Times New Roman 14 while 
the metalanguage of the entry line has 12 font. The titles of the works are 
indicated by italics. The bold font is used in titles of the entry sections, that 
visually divides thematic blocks from each other and allows to fasten users’ 
information search. All information on Florence is marked with red colour that 
draws users’ attention and provides successful mastering of a material.

This dictionary has a unique feature which enables to reflect in the diction-
ary personal impressions and associations of the visitors (participants of 
students’ workshops).

Thus, the dictionary type is defined as follows. According to the format 
of presentation of the material it will be an electronic dictionary on the 
Internet. By its language the dictionary is monolingual (English). According 
to definition type it is the explanatory-encyclopedic multimedia dictionary of 
associative type. 

Project Leader,
Professor,

Doctor
Olga Karpova
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АНАЛИЗ СТРУКТУРЫ СЛОВАРНОЙ СТАТЬИ
 NIKOLAI GHE

Первый раздел биография (Biography) включает графическую иллюстрацию (портрет), хро-
нологическую помету (дату жизни) и биографическую справку. Даты жизни художника вынесены 
в заголовок. 

Входная единица выделена более крупным шрифтом полужирным, в то время как лексикогра-
фическая обработка статьи представлена меньшим по размеру шрифтом. Названия работ вы-
делены курсивом. В названиях разделов используется полужирное начертание, что зрительно 
разделяет тематические блоки друг от друга и позволяет осуществлять быстрый информацион-
ный поиск:

Nikolai Ghe
(1831–1894)

Biography 
Nikolai Ghe was born in Voronezh to a Russian noble family of French 

origin. His grandfather had immigrated to Russia in the XVIII century. Ghe 
graduated from the First Kiev Gymnasium, then studied at the Physics-
Mathematics Departments of Kiev University and Saint Petersburg 
University. He studied in Academy under the historical painter Pyotr Basin 
until 1857. He graduated from the Academy in 1857 with a gold medal 
for his painting The Witch of Endor Calling Up the Spirit of the Prophet 
Samuel. The artist died abruptly in March 1894 in his estate.

Второй и третий разделы представляют собой толково-энциклопедическую дефиницию, отра-
жающую основные вехи творчества Н. Н. Ге с описанием его наиболее известных работ (Creative 
Works) и флорентийский период в творчестве художника (Florentine Influence):

Creative Works

Ghe entered Saint Petersburg Academy of Arts in 1850, after studying Physics and Math in 
University for some time. In the Academy he studied in the class of Professor Piotr Basin, a painter 
of historical subjects and portraits. But, according to Ghe himself, he was mainly influenced by Karl 
Briullov. This influence can be traced in Ghe’s student works, such as Leila and Khadji-Abrek (1852), 
The Judgment of King Solomon (1854) and Achilles Lamenting the Death of Patroclus (1855). All 
his works, though rather romantic, are fulfilled in accordance with the demanding principles of the 
classicism in the Academy. He graduated from the Academy in 1857 with a Major Gold Medal for his 
picture The Witch of Endor Calling Up the Spirit of the Prophet Samuel. During the next 6 years of 
studies abroad he visited Germany, Switzerland, France and in 1860 he settled in Italy. His interests 
lay in historical genre and portraiture.

Florentine Influence

The first year of his six year grant he lived in Rome. 
Ghe admired the palaces, the Forum, the Colosseum, 
was fascinated by the wonderful artists from Cimabue 
to Michelangelo. He was shaken by mural painting 
of the Sistine Chapel. “All this I see in reality!” – 
exclaimed he. In 1859 Ghe and the family moved to 
Florence. There were a lot of guests in their house 
at Piazza dell’Indipendenza, where they talked a lot 
about culture of Florence. In 1861 Ghe painted The 
Last Supper, the picture, that changed his life greatly. 
In 1863 he took the painting to Saint Petersburg. Ghe 
found his own interpretation of the classical subject 
– he emphasized the motif of discord among those who had formerly shared the same views… But 
landscapes of this period, such as Florence, Carrara are wonderful.
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В третьем разделе также присутствуют графические иллюстрации и вербальный иллюстративный 
пример – впечатления художника, полученные во время пребывания в Италии.

Здесь же приводится гиперссылка на страницу в Интернет, позволяющая увидеть картину в более 
высоком разрешении и дающая возможность получить о ней дополнительные сведения. 

Особое значение в третьем разделе имеет ассоциативная ссылка на картину Florence. Пользова-
тель имеет возможность увидеть сады Боболи в ретроспективе: изображение, сделанное художником 
в 1864 г. и увиденное современными составителями словаря (в данном случае 2009 г.):

Boboli’s Gardens by N. Ghe

We were so excited to visit this place and walk along the paths that N. Ghe used to walk and 
created his picture!

Learn more…

Подобное сочетание информационных категорий в микроструктуре словаря дает возможность 
пользователю получить информацию о жизни и творчестве той или иной известной личности, а также 
самому предложить дополнительные сведения и поделиться своими впечатлениями. 

4 раздел Learn more, содержит ссылки на сайты, где дается развернутая информация о твор-
честве Н. Н. Ге: 
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Lord George Gordon Byron
(1788–1824)

George Gordon Byron was born in 
London. Both of his maternal ancestors 
embroiled an old aristocratic heritage 
in decline. He was born with a club-foot 
and was extremely sensitive about his 
lameness.

After he inherited the title and property 
of his great-uncle in 1978, he went to 
Dulwich, Harrow, and Cambridge.

In 1809, he started his grand tour 
to Spain, Malta, Albania, Greece, and 
Aegean.

Real poetic success came in 1812 
when Byron published the first two cantos 
of Child Harold’s Pilgrimage (1812–1818). 
Byron became an adored character of 
London society; he spoke effectively in the 
House of Lords on liberal themes.

Byron continued his travels, spending 
two years in Italy, including Florence.

He sailed to Greece and took part in 
severe military action. 

Byron contracted a fever from which he 
died in Missolonghi on April 19, 1824.

Creative Works

Byron’s influence on European poetry, 
music, novel, opera, and painting has been 
immense.

Renowned as the gloomy egoist of his 
autobiographical poem Childe Harold’s 
Pilgrimage (1812–18) in the XIX century, 
he is now more generally esteemed for the 
satiric realism of Don Juan (1819–24).

During his years in Italy, Byron wrote 
Lament of Tasso.

Inspired by his visit in Tasso’s cell, 
Rome, Mazeppa and started Don Juan, his 
masterpiece. While in Ravenna and Pisa, 
Byron became deeply interested in drama, 
and wrote among others The Two Forscari, 
Sardanapalus, Clain, and the unfinished 
Heaven And Earth.

Florentine Influence 

Byron’s collection of poems Hours of 
Idleness (1807) is reminiscent of the Dell 
Cruscans’s poetry The Florence Miscellany 
composed in Florence in 1785.

In Childe Harold IV Byron elaborates the 
history of Florentine literature from Dante to 
Petrarch. 

Byron clearly communicates his deep 
knowledge of the Florentine heritage.

“Mother of Arts!...
In Santa Croce’s holy precincts lie…
Angelo’s, Alfieri’s bones, and his
The starry Galileo, with his woes;

Here Machiavelli’s earth return’d to whence it 
rose…”

He wrote about Florence:
“Sweet Florence, Where art thou?
Not on the sea, not on the sea –
Thy bark hath long been gone:
Oh, may the storm that pors on me,
Bow down my head alone!”

Learn more…
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Nikolai Ghe
(1831–1894)

Biography
Nikolai Ghe was born in Voronezh to a Russian noble 

family of French origin. His grandfather had immigrated 
to Russia in the XVIII century. Ghe graduated from the 
First Kiev Gymnasium, then studied at the Physics-
Mathematics Department of Kiev University and Saint 
Petersburg University. He studied in Academy under the 
historical painter Pyotr Basin until 1857. He graduated 
from the Academy in 1857 with a gold medal for his 
painting The Witch of Endor Calling Up the Spirit of the 
Prophet Samuel. The artist died abruptly in March 1894 
in his estate.

Creative Works
Ghe entered Saint Petersburg Academy of Arts 

in 1850, after having studied Physics and Math in a 
University for some time. According to Ghe himself, he 
was mainly influenced by Karl Briullov. This influence 
can be traced in Ghe’s student works, such as Leila and 
Khadji-Abrek (1852), The Judgment of King Solomon 
(1854) and Achilles Lamenting the Death of Patroclus 
(1855). All his works, though rather romantic, are 
fulfilled in accordance with the demanding principles of 
the classicism in the Academy. During the next 6 years 
of studies abroad he visited Germany, Switzerland, 
France and in 1860 he settled in Italy. His interests lay 
in historical genre and portraiture.

Florentine Influence
The first year of his six year grant he lived in 

Rome. Ghe admired the palaces, the Forum, the 
Colosseum, was fascinated by the wonderful artists 
from Cimabue to Michelangelo. He was shaken by 
mural painting of the Sistine Chapel. “All this I see in 
reality!”, exclaimed he. In 1859 Ghe and his family 
moved to Florence. There were a lot of guests in 
their house at Piazza dell’Indipendenza, where they 
talked a lot about culture of Florence. In 1861 Ghe 
painted The Last Supper, the picture that changed 
his life greatly. In 1863 he took the painting to Saint 
Petersburg. Ghe found his own interpretation of 
the classical subject – he emphasized the motif of 
discord among those who had formerly shared 
the same views. The  painting  (bought  by  Tsar  
Alexander II of Russia) made so strong impression 
that Ghe was made a professor of Imperial Academy 
of Arts. In 1864 he returned to Florence where he 
became a friend of a major Russian pro-Western 
writer and thinker Alexander Herzen and painted his 
portrait. The new religious paintings at that time were 
not much of a success, and the Imperial Academy 
refused to exhibit them in its annual exhibition. But 
landscapes of this period, such as Florence, Carrara 
are wonderful.

Learn more…
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Learn more…

Fyodor Dostoevsky
(1821–1881)

Biography

Fyodor Dostoevsky (1821–1881) was 
a Russian novelist, journalist, short-story 
writer whose psychological penetration into 
the human soul had a profound influence on 
the XX century novel. Fyodor Dostoyevsky, 
a literary giant, was born into a middle-class 
family. Born into a very religious household, 
to hard-working parents, Dostoyevsky 
pursued his education in engineering, and 
came out third in the final examination of 
Saint Petersburg School of Engineering. 
His most famous novels are: Crime and 
Punishment, The House of the Dead, The 
Insulted and Humiliated and The Idiot 
which he wrote in Florence.

Creative Works

Dostoevsky was a Russian 
fiction writer, essayist, and 
philosopher whose works 
include Crime and Punishment 
and The Brothers Karamazov.

Dostoyevsky is considered 
to be one of Europe’s major 
novelists. His literary output 
explores human psychology in 
the troubled political, social 
and spiritual context of XIX 
century Russian society. He 
was considered by many as 
a founder or precursor of XX 
century existentialism, and 
his Notes from Underground 
(1864), written in the embittered 
voice of the anonymous 
“underground man”, was called 
by Walter Kaufmann the “best 
overture for existentialism ever 
written”.

Florentine Influence

At the end of November 1868 Dostoyevsky moved to 
Florence - the capital of Italy of that time and settled near the 
Palazzo Pitti. His actual address unknown, the townspeople 
decided to mark the memory of Dostoyevsky’s stay. So on 
house №22 on the square Pitti appeared a plaque with the 
cautious beginning: “In these places he lived ...”

Information about Dostoevsky’s life in Florence is sparing. 
While strolling the Boboli Gardens, Dostoevsky thought over 
the plot of his novel The Idiot.
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Learn more…

Lord Frederick Leighton
(1830–1896)

Biography

Lord Frederick Leighton was born in Scarborough to 
a family doing the import and export business. He was 
educated at University College School, London. He then 
received his artistic training on the European continent, 
first from Eduard Von Steinle and then from Giovanni 
Costa. When in Florence, aged 24, where he studied at the 
Accademia di Belle Arti, he painted the procession of the 
Cimabue Madonna through the Borgo Allegri. He lived in 
Paris from 1855 to 1859, where he met Ingres, Delacroix, 
Corot and Millet. He designed Elizabeth Barrett Browning’s 
tomb for Robert Browning in the English Cemetery, 
Florence, in 1861.

Creative Works
He was President of the Royal 

Academy for almost two decades, 
and his presidency was a time of 
unrivaled prestige and success. 
He was a classical painter produc-
ing highly finished pictures, and 
was also an excellent portraitist. 
Leighton was a sophisticated, 
cosmopolitan figure, much of 
his early life having been spent 
in Germany and Italy. Leighton 
enrolled in the Berlin School of 
art in his early teens, having lied 
about his age. The following year 
he enrolled in an Art Academy in 
Florence.

Florentine Influence
In 1855 Leighton sent his vast canvass Cimabue’s 

Celebrated Madonna is Carried in Procession through 
the Streets of Florence, to the Royal Academy Exhibition, 
where it was a sensation, creating his reputation as an 
artist overnight. This vast painting, done in Rome was 
the product of two years work. It is over 17 feet long! The 
subject concerns Cimabue’s Rucellai Madonna carried in 
procession from the painter’s house to a large church in XIII 
century Florence. The painting was meticulously planned 
by Leighton, and a great number of preparatory sketches 
were used. The whole vast picture is wonderfully painted, 
and in its style points towards the mature large works of the 
painter. The picture was greatly admired by Prince Albert, 
and as a result, was bought by Queen Victoria.
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Learn more…

William Shakespeare
(1564–1616)

Biography
William Shakespeare was an English 

poet and playwright widely regarded 
as the greatest writer in the English 
language and the world’s prominent 
dramatist. He is often called English 
national poet and the “Bard of Avon”. 
Shakespeare was born and raised in 
Stratford-upon-Avon. At the age of 18, 
he married Anne Hathaway, who bore 
him three children: Susanna, and twins 
Hamnet and Judith. Between 1585 and 
1592, he began a successful career 
in London as an actor, writer, and part 
owner of a playing company called the 
Lord Chamberlain’s Men, later known 
as the King’s Men. He appears to have 
retired to Stratford around 1613, where 
he died three years later.

Creative Works
His plays have been translated into every major living language 

and are performed more often than those of any other playwright. 
Shakespeare’s surviving works consist of 36 plays, 154 sonnets, two 
long narrative poems, and several other poems. He produced most of 
his known works between 1590 and 1613. His early plays were mainly 
comedies and histories, genres he raised to the peak of sophistication 
and artistry by the end of the XVI century. He then wrote mainly 
tragedies until about 1608, including Hamlet, King Lear, and Macbeth, 
considered the finest works in the English language. In his last phase, 
he wrote tragicomedies, also known as romances, and collaborated 
with other playwrights.

Florentine Influence
Shakespeare’s creative work was connected with Florence.
The Oxford Companion to Shakespeare. R. A. Foakes, 2005 

contains the following article on Florence:
Florence, the capital of Tuscany, figures in All’s Well That Ends 

Well (Florence is the setting of 3.5 and successive scenes). Florence 
is also mentioned in The Taming of the Shrew (1.1.14 and 4.2.91) 
and ‘Florentines’ (people from Florence) in Much Ado About Nothing 
(1.1.10) and Othello (1.1.19 and 3.1.39). 

Who’s Who in Shakespeare. A Dictionary of Characters and Proper 
names. F. G. Stokes, 1924 (2007) has the following entries:

Florence. Capital of Tuscany. For ‘Duke of Florence’: All’s Well, i, 2. 
Mtd., ib. iii, 2; iv, 3 (2); v, 3 (2). ‘Vincentio’s son, brought up in Fl.’ (Tam. 
Sh. i, 1); ‘I have bills . . . by exchange from Fl.’ (ib. iv, 2). ‘Marcus 
Luccicos . . . in Fl.’ (Oth. i, 3).

Florentine. (a) A native of Florence. ‘The F.s and Senoys’ (All’s 
Well, i, 2); ‘a troop of F.s’ (ib. iii, 6); mtd., ib. v, 3 (2); (Claudio) ‘a young 
F.’ (M. Ado, i.1); ‘some F.’ (Tam. Sh. i, 1); (Cassio) ‘a F.’ (Oth. i, 1); ‘a F. 
[not Iago]’ (ib. iii, 1).

(b) Duke of Florence. All’s Well, i, 2; iv, 1, 3.
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Learn more…

Stendhal
(1783–1842)

Biography
Marie-Henry Beyle, (January 23, 1783 

– March 23, 1842), better known by his pen 
name Stendhal, was a XIX century French 
writer.

Born in Grenoble, France, he had an 
unhappy childhood in provincial France, 
hating his father and mourning his mother 
who died when he was a little boy. His 
closest friend was his younger sister, 
Pauline, with whom he maintained a steady 
correspondence throughout the first decade 
of the XIX century. In 1799 Stendhal left for 
Paris to enter the Technical College but 
soon thereafter took part in the French 
administration and in the Napoleonic wars. 
He traveled extensively in Germany and 
was part of Napoleon’s army in the 1812 
invasion of Russia. In 1814 he left for Italy 
where he settled in Milan. He formed a 
particular attachment to Italy, where he 
devoted much time to his career, serving as 
a French consul.

Creative Works

One of his early works is On Love, 
a rational analysis of romantic passion 
that was based on his unrequited love 
for Mathilde, Countess Dembowska, 
whom he met while living in Milan. 
This fusion, or tension, of clearheaded 
analysis with romantic feeling is typical 
of Stendhal’s great novels; he could be 
considered a Romantic realist.

Stendhal was an avid fan of music, 
particularly the composers Cimarosa, 
Mozart, and Rossini, the latter of whom 
he wrote an extensive biography on, Vie 
de Rossini (1824), now more valued for 
its wide-ranging musical criticism than 
for its historical accuracy.

His novel The Charterhouse of 
Parma, written in 52 days, is set in 
Italy, which he considered a more 
sincere and passionate country than 
Restoration France. 

Florentine Influence 

In 1817 Stendhal reportedly was overcome by the 
cultural richness of Florence he encountered when 
he first visited the Tuscan city. As he described in his 
book Naples and Florence: A Journey from Milan to 
Reggio:

 “I was in a sort of ecstasy, from the idea of being 
in Florence, close to the great men whose tombs I 
had seen. Absorbed in the contemplation of sublime 
beauty ... I reached the point where one encounters 
celestial sensations ... Everything spoke so vividly to 
my soul. Ah, if I could only forget. I had palpitations 
of the heart, what in Berlin they call ‘nerves.’ Life was 
drained from me. I walked with the fear of falling”.

The condition was diagnosed and named in 1979 
by Italian psychiatrist Dr. Graziella Magherini, who 
had noticed similar psychosomatic conditions (racing 
heart beat, nausea and dizziness) amongst first-time 
visitors to the city.
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Mark Twain
(1835–1910)

Biography

Samuel Langhorne Clemens (November 30, 1835 
– April 21, 1910), better known by the pen name Mark 
Twain, was an American humanist, humorist, satirist, 
lecturer and writer. Twain is mostly noted for his novels 
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, which has since been 
called the Great American Novel, and The Adventures 
of Tom Sawyer. He is also famous for his quotations. 
During his lifetime, Twain became a friend to 
presidents, artists, leading industrialists and European 
royalty. Twain enjoyed immense public popularity, and 
his keen wit and incisive satire earned him praise from 
both critics and peers. He was a passionate lover of 
Italy, in which for years a number of American authors 
and artists had pitched their tents. Florence was the 
city especially affected by Americans and Britons, who 
flocked there in great numbers every year.

Learn more…

Florentine Influence

A Tramp Abroad (1880), Twain’s non-
fiction satirical look at his trip through 
Germany, Italy, and the Alps and somewhat 
of a sequel to Innocents Abroad, where he 
wrote his impressions and thoughts about 
this country.

He admires the beauty of the country, 
states its great contribution to world’s culture, 
but he is a satyrical writer, so his traditional 
irony can be easily noticed:

«Look at the grand Duomo of Florence--
a vast pile that has been sapping the purses 
of her citizens for five hundred years, and is 
not nearly finished yet».

«....a grand mausoleum in Florence, 
which they built to bury our Lord and 
Saviour and the Medici family in. It sounds 
blasphemous, but it is true, and here they act 
blasphemy. The dead and damned Medicis 
who cruelly tyrannized over Florence and 
were her curse for over two hundred years, 
are salted away in a circle of costly vaults, 
and in their midst the Holy Sepulchre was to 
have been set up».

The park of the Gabriele d’ Annunzio’s villa. 
Mark Twain’s favourite walk
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Joseph Brodsky
(1940–1996)

Biography

Joseph Brodsky was Russian émigré poet who, 
persecuted by the Soviet authorities, obtained world 
recognition and became a Nobel Laureate in Literature in 
1987. Brodsky was born into a Jewish family in Leningrad, 
and his farther was a professional photographer in 
the Soviet Navy. In early childhood he survived the 
Siege of Leningrad. When he was fifteen, Brodsky left 
school and tried to enter the School of Submariners, 
but without success. He went on to work as a milling 
machine operator. Later, having decided to become a 
physician, he worked at a morgue at the Kresty prison. 
He subsequently held a variety of jobs at a hospital, in 
a ship’s boiler room, and on geological expeditions. At 
the same time, Brodsky engaged in a programme of 
self-education. He learned English and Polish (mainly to 
translate poems by Czesław Miłosz, who was Brodsky’s 
favourite poet and friend), and acquired a deep interest 
in classical philosophy, religion, mythology, and English 
and American poetry. 

Died on January 28, 1996 in New York, yet buried in 
Venice according to his will.

Learn more…

Creative Works

Brodsky began writing his 
own poetry and producing literary 
translations around 1957. His writings 
were apolitical. Young Brodsky was 
encouraged and influenced by the 
poet Anna Akhmatova, who called 
some of his verses “enchanting”.

In 1963, he was arrested and, in 
1964, charged with parasitism by the 
Soviet authorities. A famous expert 
from the transcript of his trial made 
by the journalist Frida Vigdorova was 
smuggled to the West.

Poetry: 1967: Elegy for John 
Donne and Other Poems, selected, 
translated, and introduced by 
Nicholas William Bethell, London: 
Longman, 1968: Velka elegie, Paris: 
Edice Svedectvi, 1972: Poems, Ann 
Arbor, Michigan: Ardis, 1973: Selected 
Poems, translated from the Russian 
by George L. Kline. New York: Harper 
& Row.

Florentine Influence
 

Brodsky was inspired by 
Dante Alighieri.
He visited Florence in 
1972 and wrote a poem 
“December in Florence”. 
Among his favourite 
artists Brodsky named 
Piero della Francesca 
who worked in Florence. 
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Karl Briullov
(1799–1852)

Biography

Karl Briullov was  a  famous  Russian  painter  born 
in St. Petersburg (Russia). His masterpieces are widely 
known in the West due to his transitions between the schools 
of neoclassicism and romanticism. He has been compared 
to Rubens, Rembrandt and Van Dyke. Briullov was born 
into a family of painters; all the male members, including his 
grandfather, father and brothers practiced the art of painting.

Having  finished  his  studies  in  the Academy of Arts 
in St. Petersburg, Karl Briullov moved to Rome and worked 
there as a portraitist and genre painter. He was teaching at the 
Academy (1836-1848) where he gained more fame and thus 
he may be considered the first Russian artist of international 
fame. In 1849 he had to leave Russia for Madeira, to improve 
his health on his doctors’ advice. In 1852 Karl Briullov died and 
was buried at the Cemeterio degli Inglesi. Karl Briullov

Learn more…

Florentine Influence

Karl Briullov was a friend of the Demidovs 
family who lived in San Donato near Florence 
in an opulent villa built with the definite aim 
to host the Russian leading cultural figures 
and aristocracy. There, in Florence, Briullov 
painted portraits of a married aristocratic 
couple: princess Aurora Stjernvall and 
prince Pavel Demidov. Briullov reworked 
the composition of Demidov a few times 
to achieve the desired effect. For the artist 
Florence was not just a place where he 
lived, but also the source of inspiration.

Princess
Aurora Stjernvall

Prince
Pavel Demidov

Creative Works

His most famous and known work The Last 
Day of Pompeii (1830-1833) proved to have 
a great success both with public and critic 
society. The latter compared Briullov with 
Rubens, Rembrandt and Van Dyke. 

This picture represents the city of Pompeii, 
near Naples, being destroyed and completely 
buried under liquid lava during a long 
catastrophic eruption of the Vesuvius volcano. 
It exemplifies many of the characteristics of 
romanticism as it manifests itself in Russian 
art, including drama, realism tempered with 
idealism, increased interest in nature, and a 
zealous fondness for historical subjects. 

The Last Day of Pompeii
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Peter Tchaikovsky
(1840–1893)

Biography

Peter Tchaikovsky was a famous Russian composer 
known to Europeans for his captivating music for 
numerous ballets, operas, symphonies and fugues. 

P. Tchaikovsky was born in the town of Votkinsk, in the 
western Ural area of Russia. He took classes of music 
at St. Petersburg Conservatoire and after graduating 
was offered the post of a teacher of theory of music 
and harmony. From 1887 to 1891 P. Tchaikovsky made 
several highly successful concert tours, conducting 
his own works before large, enthusiastic audiences 
in the major cities of Europe and the United States. In 
1893 he was awarded a doctorate degree in music at 
Cambridge University (the UK). Peter Tchaikovsky

Learn more…

Creative Works

P. Tchaikovsky finds inspiration in 
Russian folklore, including folktales 
and songs. In his famous ballets 
and operas he interprets traditional 
Russian and European themes and 
plots. Tchaikovsky’s most popular 
compositions are operas Eugene 
Onegin (1878), The Maid of Orleans 
(1879), the ballets Swan Lake (1876) 
and The Sleeping Beauty (1889), 
The Nutcracker (ballet and suite, 
1891–1892), the Piano Concerto 
no. 2 in G Major (1880), the String 
Quartet no. 3 in E-flat Minor (1876), 
and the Trio in A Minor for Violin, 
Cello, and Piano (1882).

P. Tchaikovsky’s works are 
characterized by richly melodic 
passages in which sections 
suggestive of profound melancholy 
frequently alternate with dancelike 
movements derived from folk music. 
His music for ballets contains 
many striking effects of orchestral 
coloration. His symphonic works are 
popular for their melodic content and 
abstract thematic development. 

Florentine Influence
During his life Peter 

Tchaikovsky visited Italy 
several times, but to all 
Italian cities he preferred 
Florence. For him it was 
a peaceful place where 
he could escape from the 
noise and turmoil of the 
rest of the world and to 
concentrate on his work. 

Tchaikovsky’s sympho-
nies and operas were 
performed in Italy with 

variable success. Depending on that the composer felt 
more or less content with his visits to Italy, but every 
new visit proved that Florence was a special place.

One of his fruitful stays in Florence gave the world 
the opera The Queen of Spades. In spring 1890, he 
worked seven hours a day in his big apartment which 
he rented in Hotel Washington. At midday he strolled 
along the embankment of Arno, visited galleries and 
museums, and in the evening he went to theaters. 
The rest of the time he methodically composed the 
opera. P. Tchaikovsky was very critical about Italian 
opera performers, but he enjoyed the voices of young 
unprofessional street singers, often complaining in 
his letters to his younger brother that he couldn’t stop 
crying when listening to them. 

On his return to Russia P. Tchaikovsky composed an 
adagio Memories of Florence where he expressed his 
gratitude to this wonderful city.
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Maxim Gorky
(1868–1936)

Biography

Aleksey Maksimovich, better known as Maxim 
Gorky, was a Russian author, a founder of the socialist 
realism literary method and a political activist. From 
1906 to 1913 and from 1921 to 1929 he lived abroad, 
mostly in Capri, Italy. From 1906 to 1913, Gorky lived on 
the island of Capri, partly for health reasons and partly 
to escape the increasingly repressive atmosphere in 
Russia. An amnesty granted for the 300th anniversary 
of the Romanov dynasty allowed Gorky to return to 
Russia in 1913, where he continued his social criticism, 
mentored other writers from the common people, and 
wrote a series of important cultural memoirs, including 
the first part of his autobiography. In October 1921, 
Gorky returned again to Italy, on health grounds. 

Creative Works

In Soviet times, before and after his death, 
the complexities in Gorky’s life and outlook were 
reduced to an iconic image (echoed in heroic 
pictures and statues dotting the countryside): 
Gorky is a great Russian writer who emerged 
from the common people, a loyal friend of the 
Bolsheviks, and the founder of the increasingly 
canonical “socialist realism.” In turn, dissident 
intellectuals dismissed Gorky as a tendentious 
ideological writer, though some Western writers 
noted Gorky’s doubts and criticism. Today, 
greater balance is to be found in works on Gorky, 
where we see a growing appreciation of the 
complex moral perspective on modern Russian 
life expressed in his writings. Some historians 
have begun to view Gorky as one of the most 
insightful observers of both the promises and 
moral dangers of the revolution in Russia.

● Foma Gordeyev, novel, 1899; 
● Mother, novel, 1907; 
● The Lower Depths, 1902;
● Childhood, 1913–1914; 
● In the World, 1916; 
● Song of a Storm petrel; 
● My Universities, 1923; 
● The Artamonov Business, 1927; 
● Life of Klim Samgin, 1927–36. Learn more…

Florentine Influence

Gorky wrote the short stories cycle “Fairy 
tales” in 1911 (he renamed it to “The fairy tales 
on Italy“ in 1923). It became a kind of review of 
the Caprian period. In his 27 stories Gorky gives 
us an astonishingly beautiful, temperamental, 
wise, sincere and cheerful Italy. Once he said, 
making his declaration of love to Italy: “Nobody 
loved Italy like me because nobody is indebted 
to Italy as much as I, and all I have ever written 
is nothing else than a hymn to Italy”. Gorky 
travels through the country; he gets acquainted 
with cities and towns, museums and art 
galleries. The writer was enchanted with Italian 
cities – Rome, Venice and Florence, which 
are perceived by the whole world as open air 
museums: “You can’t break away from this 
magnificent Florence! What an amazing city! I 
have been in Uffizi three times and I’ll go there 
tomorrow for the fourth time”.

Gorky was writing to the mayor of Capri: “I’ll 
keep forever my deepest respect and gratitude 
to you, such a beautiful and noble people. The 
time I spent here with you will always be the 
most beautiful page of my life”.
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Marin Držić
(1508?–1567)

Biography
Marin Držić or Marino Darsa (1508?–1567) 

is considered the famous Croatian Renaissance 
playwright and prose writer. Born in Dubrovnik, Držić 
was trained and ordained as a priest – a calling very 
unsuitable for his Rabel temperament. After being 
ordained in 1526, in 1538 Držić was sent to Siena 
in Tuscany to study the Church Canon Law. He was 
elected to the position of Rector of the University. After a 
career of interpreter, scrivener and church musician, he 
even became a conspirator. Convinced that Dubrovnik 
was governed by a small circle of elitist aristocracy 
bent to tyranny, he tried to persuade, in his extremely 
interesting five letters, the powerful Medici family in 
Florence to help him overthrow the government in his 
home town. 

Marin died unexpectedly in Venice in 1567. He was 
buried in the Church of St. John and Paul.

Creative Works

Držić’s works cover many fields: lyric poetry, 
pastorals, political letters and pamphlets, and 
comedies. While his pastorals (Grizula, Tirena; 
Venera i Adonis / Venus and Adonis) are still 
highly regarded as masterful examples of the 
genre, the pastoral has, as an artistic form, 
virtually vanished from the scene.

However, his comedies are among the 
best in the Renaissance European literature. 
Similarly to other great comedy writers like 
Lope de Vega, Ben Jonson or Molière, Držić’s 
comedies are rammed with exuberant life and 
vitality, celebrating love, liberty and sincerity 
and mocking avarice, egoism and petty tyrants 
– both in family and in state. His best comedies 
include:

● Dundo Maroje, Uncle Maroje
● Skup, The Miser 
● Novela od Stanca, Story on Stanac 
● Pomet 
Croatian language in the Renaissance period 

was enriched by Držić’s unique writing style and 
has remained the pillar of Croatian high comedy 
theatre ever since. 

Learn more…

Florentine Influence 

In the summer of 1566, during his stay in 
Florence, Držić sent four conspiracy letters to 
Cosimo de Medici and to his son Francesco de 
Medici. In those letters, Držić asked the Duke 
of Florence and Siena for help and described 
the atrocities and cruelties of the government 
in Dubrovnik.

Mogao bih pričati o mnogim nasiljima (…) 
iznoseći tolike niskosti, za koje imam svjedoke 
baš ovdje u Firenci…

Until recently, it was common knowledge 
that Cosimo never answered those letters, but 
in the light of a newly found letter, we found out 
that those letters were answered, but as we 
understand he hadn’t received the answer till the 
end of August, when he had to leave Florence 
tired of waiting and feeling very insecure about 
what Medici thought about his project.

Presvijetlom i preuzvišenom vojvodi Firence 
i Siene, osobno na ruke, povjerljivo

A kad su duhovi spravni, narod bogat, 
a nadasve vodstvo u rukama Cosima 
Medicejskog, vladara prebogata mudrošću i 
Fortunom.
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Károly Markó
(1791–1869)

Biography

Károly Markó was one of the most important 
Hungarian classicist landscape painters. Though he had 
a greater success in Italy than in Hungary. Working as 
an engineer he was more fond of painting. At the age 
of 27 he decided to dedicate his life to painting. Two 
factors had major influence on Hungarian art in the XIX 
century: Vienna and the spell of Italy. He attended the Art 
Academy in Vienna as there were no art academies in 
Hungary at that time. He wanted to become a first class 
classicist painter, he went to Italy. While in Rome he met 
such artists as Thorvaldsen and Koch. In 1838 he was 
advised to go to Pisa where he worked for the grand duke 
of Toscana, Leopold II. He moved to Florence where he 
became a teacher in the Florentine Academy. He was 
a well known and acclaimed man by then and was 
invited to join the Venetian Academy and the Academy of 
Arezzo. He died in Appeggi. Marko continued painting up 
to his death in 1869. 

Creative Works

The main themes of the painter. The Early years (Hungarian years 1818–22): Landscapes. 
(Naturalistic details. Shades of grey. Rendition of the romantic scenery), Vienna Years (1822–32). For 
example: Visegrad – the academic attitude towards landscape painting was contemptuous yet it was 
his best genre. Italian Years (1832–60). Rome (1832–38). /Vedute of Rome 1835/. Special technique: 
glittering light, fresh colours. Years in Pisa (1838–43). /Detail of Campagna near Ceraites 1843. 
Florence Years (1843–48). /Death of Eurydice 1847/. Apeggi Years (1848–60). The main theme of 
his landscape paintings is the Tuscan scenery. /Aqua Nera near Rome 1858/. The painter’s feelings 
are symbolized by the tempest.

Learn more…

Florentine Influence
Florence 
Years of the painter: (1843–48)
● He moved to Florence where he 
became a teacher in the Florentine 
Academy.
● He was an avid reader of Winckelmann, 
the founder of the classicist theory of art.
● Ancient temple. 
● Shades of golden brown. 
● Influence of Claude Lorrain & Poussin.

Picture: Death of Eurydice, 1847.
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Janus Pannonius
(1434–1472)

Biography

Janus Pannonius was a Croatian-Hungarian 
humanist, Latinist poet, diplomat and Bishop of 
Pécs. He was brought up by his mother. Janus’s 
father was a Croatian nobleman, but little is 
known about his family background. His mother, 
Borbála Vitéz, was the sister of Archbishop 
Vitéz. In 1458, the year of Matthias’s accession 
to the throne, he returned to the Kingdom of 
Hungary. For a time, he worked at the Royal 
Chancery, and soon became the Bishop of Pécs 
and later Vice-Chancellor of the country. 

Florentine Influence

In 1447 his uncle sent him to Italy for a 
humanist schooling. He attended the School of 
Guarino da Verona at Ferrara where the pupils 
were educated in Latin and Greek literature 
under the guidance of a noted teacher of the 
Italian Renaissance. His higher education in 
canon law was completed at the University of 
Padua and after making an educational tour of 
Rome.

After his studies at the University of Padua 
he went to Florence as a diplomat to visit the 
court of Medici in order to get support against 
the Ottoman invasion but his mission failed. 

In Florence he got acquainted with the 
neoplatonist Pozzo who was a member of the 
Florentian Academy. 

Pannonius also had a cultural aspect of his 
mission, he had to buy codexes for Matthias 
Corvinus for the Biblioteca Corviniana.

Learn more…

Creative Works

He was the only truly significant poet of 
the Renaissance in the Kingdom of Hungary 
and one of the better-known figures of 
Humanist poetry in Europe. He was born in a 
small village near the Drava river in a corner 
of Slavonia. Janus Pannonius was thus an 
influential intellectual in the kingdom, and 
one who never severed his connections with 
some of the leading humanists of his time.

The qualities of Janus’s poetry were 
recognized by his contemporaries in both 
Hungary and abroad. In the eyes of posterity 
he was the best Latin poet Hungary had 
every produced, for he wrote exclusively in 
Latin, as most of the Humanist authors did; 
his age favoured classical tradition and Latin 
was an international language understood 
wherever some education was claimed.
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Antal Szerb
(1901–1945)

Biography

Antal Szerb was a noted Hungarian scholar and writer. 
He is recognized as one of the major Hungarian literary 
personalities of the XX century. Antal Szerb was born in 
1901 to assimilated Jewish parents in Hungary, Budapest, 
but was baptized Catholic. He studied Hungarian, 
German and later English, obtaining a doctorate in 1924. 
He lived in France and Italy from 1924 to 1929, spending 
a year in London. In 1933 he was elected as President 
of the Hungarian Literary Academy. In his first published 
novel, The Pendragon Legend, he wrote about his 
personal experience of living in Britain. His second and 
best known work, Utas és holdvilág (known in English 
as Journey by Moonlight or The Traveller) came out 
in 1937. He was made a Professor of Literature at the 
University of Szeged (Hungary). He was twice awarded 
the Baumgarten Prize. In 1941 he published a History 
of World Literature, and later a book about the history of 
Hungarian literature. He was deported to a concentration 
camp late in 1944, and he died there in 1945.

Learn more…

Creative Works

The Journey by Moonlight is a colourful and 
entertaining novel.

First edition in Hungary appeared in 1937 
(Révai).

In 1994 the novel was translated into English 
by Peter Hargitai under the title The Traveler 
and in 2001 by Len Rix with the title Journey by 
Moonlight. The German first edition, the Reise 
in Moonlight was made by Christina Viragh 
in 2003. Besides English and German the 
novel has been translated into French, Italian, 
Spanish and Dutch.

Florentine Influence

Florence in Journey of Moonlight novel 
(Part I, Chapter 5).

Antal Szerb spent several years in Italy, 
and he visited many cities there. He wrote 
about his experiences in many of his novels. 

In Journey of Moonlight, Mihaly, the 
protagonist of  the novel, thinks that the Duomo 
is tragical because despite its incomparable 
greatness and beauty, it no longer serves as a 
symbol of the glory of God and Florence.
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